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To help the session go well:
* Please mute your microphones unless you want to speak.
* If you have a question or comment, please unmute and interrupt
* A pdf version of this presentation will be available afterwards.
* The session may be recorded and posted….

Introduction
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* Questions from previous weeks?
* Continuous obstructions (the shore/line of moorings 

downwind)
* Leeward Mark and Gates
* Port tack start
* Port approach to windward mark
* IRPCAS
* Adjusting the course

* I will not start a new topic after 2030 – is that OK?

Topics for Today
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RRS 2021-24 Focus on Part 2 – When Boats Meet
Structure

Proper CourseGive RoomKeep Clear Avoid/Interfere
(if possible)

10 - Port/Starboard
11 - Windward/Leeward
12 - Astern/Ahead
13 - Tacking

19.2(c) - Overlap at 
continuing obstruction
21.1 - Returning to start,
21.2 - Penalties, 
21.3 - Backwards

15 – Acquiring right of way
16 – Right of way changing 
course
18 – Passing marks
19 - Passing obstructions
20 – ‘Room to Tack’

17 – Not above a proper 
course

18.4 – Inside boat gybing 
at a mark

14 – contact
22 – capsized boat 
(hindering)
23.1– boat racing when 
you are not (in course 
area)
23.2 – boats taking 
penalties or another legOther Rule

18.3 - Tacking in the Zone
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Continuing Obstructions
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Continuing Obstructions

Yellow and Blue are sailing downwind on port tack, staying close 
to the shore to keep out of the current.

Blue is clear astern and establishes an overlap to leeward of 
Yellow.

At the moment Blue establishes the overlap to leeward of Yellow 
there is not ‘room’ for her to pass between Yellow and the shore.

Which boat is the Keep Clear boat?

Blue remains the keep clear boat, but now Rule 19.2(c)(2)
And Blue is not entitled to Room under rule 19.2(c)(1).

Blue does not break a rule by establishing the overlap, but she must keep clear (not cause Yellow to need to 
avoid her)  and cannot ‘lever’ Yellow from the shore.
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Continuing Obstructions

Yellow and Blue are sailing downwind on port tack, staying 
close to the shore to keep out of the current.

Blue is clear astern and establishes an overlap to leeward of 
Yellow.

At the moment Blue establishes the overlap to leeward of 
Yellow, we ‘stop’ Yellow and there is room for Blue to pass 
between Yellow and the shore and the imminent pier.

Which boat is the Keep Clear boat? Which boats must give 
room?

Rule 19.2(c) does not apply as there was room to pass 
between Yellow and the obstruction, so Blue becomes 
right-of-way. Rule 11

Blue must initially give Yellow room to keep clear [rule 
15], but Yellow must do her best to keep clear.

Blue is also entitled to room between Yellow and 
the obstruction under rule 19.2(b), unless Yellow 
is unable to give that room from the moment the 
overlap was established.

Provided Blue remains within the room to which 
she is entitled, she will be exonerated by rule 43 
if her luff to avoid the pier breaks rule 16.
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Continuing Obstructions

Yellow and Blue are sailing downwind on starboard tack, 
staying close to the shore to keep out of the current.

Blue is clear astern and establishes an overlap to windward of 
Yellow.

At the moment Blue establishes the overlap to windward of 
Yellow there is not ‘room’ for her to pass between Yellow and 
the shore.

Which boat is the Keep Clear boat? Which boats is entitled to 
room?

Blue remains the keep clear boat but now rule 19.2(c)(2).
And Blue is not entitled to Room under rule 19.2(c)(1).

Blue does not break a rule by establishing the overlap, but she must keep clear (not cause Yellow to need to 
avoid her)  and cannot ‘lever’ Yellow from the shore.
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Continuing Obstructions

Yellow and Blue are sailing downwind on starboard tack, 
staying close to the shore to keep out of the current.

Blue is clear astern and establishes an overlap to windward of 
Yellow.

At the moment Blue establishes the overlap to windward of 
Yellow, we ‘stop’ Yellow (at that moment) to judge if there is 
‘room’ for Blue to pass between Yellow and the shore.

If there is room for her to pass in safety, then rule 19.2(c) 
does not deny Blue room.

Blue is now entitled to room to pass the obstruction, 
including the room to gybe if that is necessary.

If Blue breaks rule 11 while she is sailing within the room to 
which she is entitled, rule 43.1(b) exonerates her.

After gybing, Blue becomes the right-of-way boat and 
Yellow is required to keep clear – and still give room. 

If Blue breaks rule 15 (giving room after acquiring 
right-of-way) while sailing within the room to which 
she is entitled, rule 43.1(b) exonerates her.

Blue may continue to sail away from the obstruction. 
As the boats have gybed after the overlap was 
established, she may sail above her proper course. 
Rule 17.
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Continuing Obstructions

Yellow and Blue are sailing downwind on starboard tack, 
staying close to the shore to keep out of the current.

Blue is clear astern and establishes an overlap to windward of 
Yellow.

At the moment Blue establishes the overlap to windward of 
Yellow there is ‘room’ for her to pass between Yellow and the 
shore.

Which boat is the Keep Clear boat? Which boat is entitled to 
room?

Blue remains the keep clear boat. Rule 11.
But this time, Blue is entitled to Room
• under rule 19.2(b) and 
• rule 16 as a result of the change of course by Yellow

If Yellow wants to stop Blue passing between her 
and the obstruction, she must be close enough to 
the obstruction at the time the overlap is 
established that there is no room for Blue to pass in 
safety.
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Continuing Obstructions

Yellow on starboard and Blue on port are sailing downwind, 
staying close to the shore to keep out of the current.

Blue is the keep clear boat (rule 10 port/starboard), but she is 
also clear astern as both boats are sailing more than 90 deg 
from the true wind. (Defn: Clear Astern, Clear Ahead, 
Overlap.)

At the moment Blue establishes the overlap to windward of 
Yellow there is not ‘room’ for her to pass between Yellow and 
the shore.

Which boat is the Keep Clear boat? Which boat is entitled to 
room?

• Blue remains the keep clear boat but the rule 
changes to  rule 19.2(c)(2)

• Blue is not entitled to room. Rule 19.2(c)(1)

If Yellow wants to stop Blue passing between her 
and the obstruction, she must be close enough to 
the obstruction at the time the overlap is 
established that there is no room for Blue to pass in 
safety.

Should Yellow gybe onto port after the overlap is 
established, the boats remain overlapped, Blue is 
still required to keep clear, rule 19.2(c)(2) and is not 
entitled to room, rule 19.2(c)(1).
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Continuing Obstructions

Yellow on port and Blue on starboard are sailing downwind, 
staying close to the shore to keep out of the current.

Yellow is the keep clear boat (rule 10 port/starboard) and Blue 
is clear astern as both boats are sailing more than 90 deg 
from the true wind.

At the moment Blue establishes the overlap with Yellow 
there is not ‘room’ for her to pass between Yellow and the 
shore.

Which boat is the Keep Clear boat? Which boat is entitled to 
room?

Blue was never required by any rule to keep clear. Rule 
19.2(c) does not apply.

Blue remains right-of-way and becomes entitled to 
room.

Yellow needs to gybe onto starboard before Blue 
becomes overlapped or luff away to keep clear.



Back to the Leeward Mark
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Rounding Leeward Marks
Blue on Port and Yellow on starboard approaching a port hand 
leeward mark. 

Does any boat break a rule?

Until position 3, Yellow is:

• Inside overlapped
• Right of way
• Must gybe to assume her proper course to the next mark

• So, rule 18.4 applies to her.

• Until she gybes, she must sail no further from the mark than her 
proper course – she must go round the mark.

• After she gybes, she becomes the inside, keep clear boat, so rule 
18.4 switches off.

• After gybing, Yellow is still entitled to mark-room and is exonerated for breaking rule 11 provided she remains 
within the mark-room to which she is entitled.
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Gate Marks

Blue and Yellow are approaching a leeward gate. 

How do the rules apply?

They are on port and starboard, so, which keep clear rule 
applies? 

If Blue enters the zone around mark 1S, is she entitled to 
mark-room?

Yes, rule 18.2(b) applies

If Yellow enters the zone around mark 1P, is she entitled to 
mark-room?

Yes, rule 18.2(b) applies

Can Blue force Yellow to round mark 1P?

No, Blue must keep clear and is only entitled to mark room around 1S. So she is not exonerated if she sails 
outside that mark-room. Rule 18.4 does not apply at Gate Marks.
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- Leeward mark - left hand (as you look upwind) buoy, so starboard 
rounding - two boats approaching on different gybes (not dead 
downwind but at a slight angle - maybe asymmetric boats, or lighter 
conditions) - port gybe boat could enter one side of the zone (and 
would have to do a tight gybe) and starboard gybe boat 90 degrees (or 
more) away from them. What happens if port gets to the zone first, or 
starboard - what are the obligations on keeping clear, mark room, etc.
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Port and Starboard at Starboard LM
Blue on port and Yellow on starboard 
approaching a leeward mark to be left to 
starboard.

Is Blue entitled to mark-room?

Yes, she is overlapped inside Yellow.

Does  it matter if Yellow or Blue enter the zone 
first.

No, in this situation, which ever boat enters 
the zone first, switches on rule 18. At that time 
Blue will be overlapped and entitled to mark-
room.



A Question at the Start
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* Yellow is making a start on port tack.

* Is any rule broken?

* In position 1, Yellow is keeping clear, neither Blue nor 
Green need to take action to avoid her.

* When Blue luffs, as the right-of-way boat she is required 
to give room to Yellow. Rule 16. Yellow cannot tack 
immediately and keep clear. Her best option is to keep 
going.

* Yellow does break rule 10, but she is exonerated by rule 
43.1(b) as she is sailing within room to which she is 
entitled.

* Would it make any difference if Blue hit the mark when 
she bore away.

* No, except that Blue breaks rule 31 and is not 
exonerated.John Doerr © 2021

Port Tack Start

When Green luffs, she also is required to give Yellow room by 
rule 16. 

Yellow now has room to tack and must do so to keep clear.



A Question at the Windward Mark
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- Windward mark - if you’re 
approaching on port (just below the 
lay-line,), and there are no spaces to 

slide through then what are your 
options / obligations if you’re forced 

to tack but won’t be able to get round 
the mark without impeding someone 

else ?

- Don’t be there!!

Bear away early enough and you will find a 
space, but it may be the back of the fleet!–
even if that is the back of the 
fleet!



* IRPCAS applies between any boat racing and any boat not racing.

* If you break a rule of IRPCAS, you have to retire as there are no 
alternative penalties available (IRPCAS is not a rule of RRS Part 2).

* The protest committee may decide the case and penalize a boat that was 
racing, but the maritime authorities are responsible for deciding the case 
with regard to the law.
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What about IRPCAS?



Adjusting the Course
There are some specific rules about moving marks while boats are racing:

• Rule 27.2: ‘No later than the preparatory signal, the race committee may move a starting mark’.

• Rule 33: Authorises the race committee to change a leg of the course by changing the position of the 
next mark. 
• The procedure is in rule 33 (a), (b) and (c), but this may be changed by the SI.
• Boats should be signalled at the mark starting the leg, but the mark does not need to be in position at 

that time.
• After one mark has been moved, subsequent marks may be moved to maintain the course 

configuration, without further signal.

A boat my request redress for an improper action or omission of the race committee, but that will only be 
given if:

• An improper action or error is found
• The boat’s score has been made significantly worse, directly by this action
• It was no fault of the boat
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